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Summary Summary 
Olefinss and (functionalised) polyenes are organic chromophores that play a 

cruciall  role in many fundamental and applied areas of science. In this respect one may 

thinkk of their role in biochemical processes in nature, and of their characteristic 

electro-opticall  properties that offer highly promising possibilities for technological 

applications.. Although in many cases the main interest lies in the macroscopic 

propertiess of a material, ultimately the structural properties at the molecular level, and 

hencee the associated electronic properties of the isolated molecule, determine to a 

largee extent how effective the collective of molecules in the form of the material can 

bee in its performance. 

Withh these ideas in mind, the research described in this thesis has focussed on 

thee investigation of the vibronic properties of excited states of mono-olefins and 

(functionalised)) polyenes under isolated conditions. Such conditions can be realised 

byy creating supersonic jet expansions of molecules of interest seeded in an inert 

carrierr gas such as helium or argon. Apart from becoming isolated, the molecules are 

alsoo cooled down rotationally as well as vibrationally to temperatures close to zero 

Kelvinn in these expansions. By allowing the isolated molecules to interact with 

tuneablee laser light, it is possible to study their excited states with a high resolution 

andd to characterise their properties. To this purpose we have employed two 

spectroscopicc techniques: Laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LIF) and 

Excited-stateExcited-state photoelectron spectroscopy - also referred to as Resonance-Enhanced 

MultiPhotonMultiPhoton lonisation PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (REMPI-PES). With the former 

techniquee (LIF) an excited state is characterised by projecting its wave function onto 

thee vibrational manifold of the electronic ground state (S0), whereas with the latter 

techniquee (REMPI-PES) this is achieved by projection onto the vibronic manifold of 

thee radical cation - in general restricted to the vibrational manifold of the ground state 

Do.. The advantage of excited-state photoelectron spectroscopy is that not only 

fluorescingg states can be studied, but also nonradiative states, so-called "dark" states. 

AA second advantage of REMPI is that it is in general easier to detect multiphoton 

excitationn of excited states with this technique than with LIF. This brings a much 

widerr range of excited states within experimental reach, and offers ingenious ways to 

characterisee excited states. In order to complement experimental results, the research 
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describedd in this thesis has relied heavily on quantum chemical calculations. Chapter 

11 and 2 give a detailed description of the employed experimental techniques and 

setups.. Furthermore, Chapter 1 provides a concise outline of the quantum chemical 

methodss that have been used. 

Ann important difference between the photophysics of mono-olefins and linear 

conjugatedd polyenes is that for polyenes the lowest excited valence state is not 

characterisedd by the HOMO—»LUMO configuration, as is the case for ethylene and 

otherr mono-olefins considered in this thesis. Instead, it is described in zeroth-order by 

aa linear combination of the HOMO^LUMO+1, HOMO-l^LUMO, and 

(HOMO)2—KLUMO)22 configurations. For linear conjugated polyenes it is the second 

-- strongly dipole-allowed - excited valence state (S2) that is characterised by the 

HOMO—»LUMOO excitation. In terms of symmetries, one then sees that for polyenes 

withh inversion symmetry (all-trans polyenes of C2h symmetry) Si and S2 are of gerade 

andd ungerade symmetry, respectively. As a result, the S1 state is for these polyenes 

doublyy dipole-forbidden: (1) because of symmetry grounds (g<-»g) and (2) because of 

thee double excitation character of S[. Previous studies have shown that the one-photon 

transitionn intensity associated with the Si<— S() transition is vibronically induced due to 

vibronicc coupling - Herzberg-Teller coupling - between Si and S2. 

Ann intriguing question in this context is how the two reasons for the dipole-

forbiddenn nature of the Si<—S0 transition compare qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Thiss question has been addressed in the study described in Chapter 3, which 

investigatess the influence of a lowering of the molecular symmetry - breaking 

inversionn symmetry - on the Si<—S() transition. This has been realised by an LIF study 

off  the spectroscopy of jet-cooled c/.s-l,3,5-hexatriene in which for the first time in a 

polyenee both the vibronically induced and direct transition could be observed. 

Rotationall  contour analyses of the most intense feature in the one-photon Si<—S<> 

spectrumm in combination with ab initio calculated Franck-Condon factors lead to the 

conclusionn that the transition is predominantly induced by strong vibronic coupling 

betweenn the S|(2'Ai) and S2(l'Bi ) state. It is found that this coupling occurs most 

effectivelyy along the V31 CCC deformational vibration mode of b| symmetry. From 

thiss it can be concluded that the double excitation character of first excited singlet 

statee has much larger consequences for the spectroscopy and photophysics of linear 

conjugatedd polyenes than their molecular symmetry. 
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Thee one-photon Si<—So spectrum of jet-cooled c/s-hexatriene is dominated by 

aa band around 34380 cm"1 that consists of two peaks separated by 5 cm"1. The 

presencee of two peaks instead of one seems mystifying since, based on ab initio 

calculatedd Franck-Condon factors, only one peak is expected in this spectral region. 

Usingg excited-state photoelectron spectroscopy on a jet-cooled mixture of isomers of 

hexatrienee we have investigated the vibronic nature of these two peaks. Chapter 4 

givess the result of this study. The photoelectron spectra confirm the conclusions 

reachedd in Chapter 3 concerning the vibronically induced character of the one-photon 

Si<—Soo spectrum of jet-cooled d\-hexatriene. Moreover, they show for both peaks a 

similarr ionisation pattern. This observation agrees with previous suggestions that there 

aree two minima on the excited-state potential energy surface of S| associated with two 

nonplanarr configurations. 

Chapterr 5 and 6 deal with the spectroscopy and photophysics of the mono-

olefinss ethylene, tetramethylethylene (TME), and l,l'-bicyclohexylidene (BCH). In 

thesee studies the observed spectroscopy is dominated by Rydberg states. A Rydberg 

statee can be regarded as a radical cation with an excited electron orbiting around it in 

aa diffuse hydrogen-type atomic-like orbital - hence the nomenclature for the Rydberg 

orbitall  such as 3s, 3p, 3d, etc. - relatively far away from the nuclei. The research 

describedd in Chapter 5 addresses the spectroscopy of the lower excited Rydberg 

statess of jet-cooled ethylene, the (7t,3s) and (ic,3p) Rydberg states. Excited-state 

photoelectronn spectroscopy has allowed us to establish unambiguously the assignment 

off  various resonances in the two-photon excitation spectra of these states. For 

example,, for the first time the 0-0 transitions to the three (7i,3p) Rydberg states are 

located.. Based on these assignments, previously invoked vibronic coupling 

mechanismss could be investigated in detail. In the case of TME and BCH (Chapter 

6),, excited-state photoelectron spectroscopy unveils a highly complex picture of the 

spectroscopyy and photophysics of the excited singlet manifold that is dominated by 

strongg vibronic coupling. This Chapter shows how this coupling can be employed to 

determinee excitation energies of a plethora of Rydberg states of TME and BCH 

withoutt measuring their excitation spectra. 

Previouss experimental studies on BCH concluded in this molecule a second 

low-lyingg valence state is present with rather similar spectroscopic properties as the 

(7ï,7i*)) valence state: (1) both states have nearly the same oscillator strength and (2) 

thee dipole moment associated with both states is parallel to the CC double bond. In 
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Chapterr 6 it is shown that the photoelectron spectra obtained for BCH do not show 

anyy indication for a second low-lying valence state. Instead, they show ionisation 

fromm apparent Rydberg states on which a background ionisation signal is 

superimposedd that derives from the ionisation via the quasi-continuum of the (TZ,K*) 

valencee state. Based on these observations intense configuration mixing between the 

(K,K*)(K,K*)  valence state and the (7C,3d) Rydberg manifold is offered in Chapter 6 as a 

possiblee explanation for a second excited singlet state with the characteristics of a 

valencee state - large oscillator strength and the fact that the electronic transition to this 

statee is also observed in the liquid and solid state. 

Thiss idea is further explored in Chapter 7 with ab initio calculations. This 

Chapterr describes the results of theoretical studies on the electronic properties of 

excitedd singlet states of a number of mono-olefins. The calculations have been carried 

outt using the Configuration Interaction method including exclusively single 

excitationss (CIS). As a point of reference, we have investigated the excited singlet 

statess of small mono-olefins - ethylene, propylene, isobutene, cis- and trans-2-butene, 

trimethylethylene,, and tetramethylethylene -, focussing on their oscillator strength and 

thee expectation value of the radial spatial extent of the primary natural orbital. As the 

basiss set is augmented with diffuse basis functions, it turns out that not only the (K,K*) 

valencee state has a large oscillator strength, but that, depending on the molecular 

symmetry,, two or even more excited singlet states obtain significant oscillator 

strengthh as the result of Rydberg-valence mixing between the (7t,7t*) valence state and 

onee or more Rydberg states from the (7C,3p) and (7t,3d) Rydberg manifold. For BCH 

thee CIS/6-311(2+)G* calculations reveal that both for the anti- as well as for the syn-

conformerr this Rydberg-valence mixing leads to two excited singlet states with nearly 

thee same oscillator strength. 

Finally,, Chapter 8 shows the results of a LIF study on the jet-cooled push-

pulll  stilbenes 4-dimethylamino-4'-cyanostilbene (DCS), 4-dimethylamino-4'-

nitrostilbenee (DANS), and 4-di(hydroxy-ethyl)amino-4'-nitrostilbene (DANS-diol). 

AbAb initio calculations of the vibrational frequencies in the ground state So of these 

push-pulll  stilbenes, together with similar calculations on the parent molecule trans-

stilbene,, have led to a detailed analysis of the rich line structure of the S|<— S0 

excitationn spectra of these compounds. From this analysis it is concluded that both the 

fluorescencee excitation as well as the dispersed emission spectra of these molecules 

aree dominated by low-frequency vibrational modes that are primarily localised on the 
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/ranj-stiibenee backbone. The Franck-Condon factors that are associated with these 

vibrationall  modes suggests significant changes in the trans-stilbene backbone upon 

excitation.. These spectra also show that the geometry changes upon excitation, 

invokedd previously to explain the nonlinear optical properties of these molecules, 

shouldd be considered with some caution. In contrast to DCS, it turns out that for 

DANSS and DANS-diol the Si<— So excitation energy under isolated conditions is 

significantlyy different from what would be expected on the basis of spectra of the 

moleculess dissolved in apolar solvents. This experimental finding implies that even 

withinn an apolar environment intermolecular interactions between the solute and 

solventt molecules and/or intramolecular interactions play a larger role than would 

intuitivelyy be expected. 
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